Making Room for Culture in the Court
By Alison Dundes Renteln
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s more and more cases involving unknown cultural traditions
reach the courtroom, judges will
have to decide how to take these customs
into account, if at all. Should different
world views influence the disposition of
cases that enter the courtroom? There
is a growing jurisprudence, somewhat
beneath the radar screen, concerning
the cultural rights of ethnic minorities
that deserves much greater consideration. For example, in one case, members
of a Brazilian sect living in New Mexico
sued the U.S. government because the
government claimed that hoasca tea, a
sacramental beverage containing a mild
hallucinogen, violated the Controlled
Substances Act. The U.S. Supreme

Court held that the law unjustifiably
burdened their right to religious freedom1
and carved out an exemption from the
federal narcotics law. In another case,
a court had to decide whether Ruth
Friedman, a woman who, in a state of
hysteria, catapulted herself out of a ski lift
chair to avoid being trapped alone with a
man after dark in violation of Orthodox
Jewish law could receive damages. The
judge, after listening to testimony from
a rabbi confirming this interpretation of
Jewish law, awarded her nearly $40,000.2
In yet another decision, a babysitter
reported seeing a father kissing his twoyear-old son’s penis. Mr. Kargar, a refugee
from Afghanistan, explained that this
way of showing affection was accepted in

his culture and had no sexual meaning.
Many members of the Afghani community supported his claim. Despite
this argument, he was convicted of two
counts of gross sexual assault. Eventually,
the Supreme Court of Maine agreed with
the defense and vacated the judgment of
the district court.3
Some traditions may be unfamiliar to
jurists and hence subject to misinterpretation. Given the reality that courts will
encounter litigants from an increasingly
wide range of backgrounds, judges might
want to consider how best to handle cultural arguments. Demonstrating respect
for the traditions of ethnic groups within
their jurisdictions will improve judges’
standing in their own communities.
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Ultimately, public confidence in the judiciary may depend on avoiding ethnocentrism and the appearance of cultural bias.
Yet, there are, to be sure, risks associated
with the introduction of cultural evidence
that must be taken into account. This
article focuses on the question of when
judges should allow cultural considerations to influence the disposition of the
cases that come before them.
Individuals from different cultural
backgrounds sometimes ask that courts
take into consideration evidence that
explains their behavior. The custom may
be relevant in the context of a criminal
case, in a lawsuit seeking an exemption
from a general statute, or in a civil action.
Cultural factors figure into legal proceedings in a wide array of cases, including
arson, bribery, child abuse, civil rights,
employment discrimination, homicide,
marriage and divorce, political asylum,
religious worship, unauthorized autopsies,
and zoning.4 In all of this litigation, it
is necessary to understand the cultural
dimensions of the dispute. In the absence
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of this factual data, judges and juries have
difficulty comprehending what happened
in a particular case.

Why Culture Is Relevant for Legal
Decision Making: The Theory of
Enculturation
There is a tendency to think that cultural
evidence is not relevant in legal proceedings. The standard response is “When
in Rome, do as the Romans do.” However, social science forces us to question
this “monocultural paradigm.” 5 This is
because there are many notions as to
what constitutes “reasonable” behavior.
What is deemed reasonable depends on
one’s upbringing.
The reality is that all individuals
are subject to the process of enculturation. Culture shapes our perceptions and
behavior without our being aware of it.
In fact, the process by which individuals
acquire the cultural categories of their
societies is largely an unconscious one,
and yet cultural forces
influence our behavior
in profound ways. As
the famous anthropologist Ruth Benedict
once said: “we do not
see the lens through
which we look.”6 For
instance, in some parts
of the world, children
are socialized to use
the left hand only for
urination and defecation. When they see
someone from another culture put food
in his mouth with his left hand, they find
it repulsive.
There are many other manifestations
of the effects of culture on human interactions. For example, in some societies
kissing in public is considered obscene. A
cultural conflict occurred in 2007 when
the American actor Richard Gere kissed
an Indian actress on Indian television.
Much to the surprise of Americans, this
led to protests (including the burning of
effigies of Gere), death threats, and the
issuance of an arrest warrant for Gere.
Although the trial court’s decision was
reversed on appeal, the strength of the

public reaction in India demonstrated the
seriousness of this cultural faux pas.7
Another classic example of cultural
relativity concerns food taboos. The idea
that some animals can be eaten but
not others varies from one society to
the next. Horse meat is, for example,
popular in France, though not eaten in
many other places.8 Sometimes conflicting notions about food wind up in the
legal system, as when two Cambodian
immigrants in Long Beach, California,
were arrested preparing to eat a dog.
Once it became clear that there was
actually no California statute prohibiting
the consumption of dogs, a campaign was
launched to enact one. The violation
of a social norm led to the adoption of
a law prohibiting the eating of pets but
without specifying which animals are to
be considered pets.9
Americans do not often reflect on
their own cultural presuppositions.10
We take for granted, for example, that
we can eat beef but
not dogs and that
monogamy is the correct form of marriage,
not polygamy (though
we do allow multiple
marriages over time).
Enculturation makes
us predisposed to act
in certain ways, and
we are at best only
dimly aware of this
process. If we are not
cognizant of our own
cultural biases, then our evaluations are
prone to subjectivity. The use of cultural
evidence can help judges avoid making
ethnocentric judgments in many types
of litigation.11
Ethnic and religious minorities are
sometimes astonished to find that their
traditions are considered crimes in their
new homeland. Although “ignorance of
the law is no excuse,” the newly arrived
may contend they were not given notice
as to what the law requires, as, for instance,
in some cases involving the chewing
of khat.12 In some instances, immigrants
face a dilemma: If they follow their customary law, they violate the law of the

The use
of cultural
evidence can
help judges
avoid making
ethnocentric
judgments.
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new country; however, if they adhere to
the law of the new country, then they
must violate their folk law. Because many
individuals are caught in this predicament,
the cultural traditions central to these disputes deserve careful consideration.

Criminal Law
In many cases, it is nearly impossible to
understand a defendant’s state of mind
without considering the cultural context
of the action central to a dispute. Cultural
defenses have been raised in homicide
cases, such as the highly publicized
Kimura case. Fumiko Kimura became distraught after learning that her husband
had had an affair, and she attempted
to commit oyaku-shinju, or parent-child
suicide, by walking into the ocean with
her two young children. Although the
children drowned, she was rescued and
prosecuted for first-degree murder with
special circumstances, which could have
brought the death penalty. She sought
to raise a cultural defense, emphasizing
the culturally motivated aspects of her
conduct as part of an insanity argument.
According to her world view, it was
more cruel for her to leave the children
behind with no one to look after them
than for her to take them with her to the
afterlife. Thousands of members of the
Japanese American community signed a
petition arguing that Japanese law should
be applied in this case. Through a plea
negotiation, she received a sentence of
time served, counseling, and probation.
Although parent-child suicide is illegal
in Japan, it occurs there on a regular basis
and would certainly be understood in
Japan; evidently, the punishment there
would have been roughly equivalent to
what Mrs. Kimura received in the United
States. This case highlights differences in
world view, and a court would unquestionably have difficulty grasping the cultural imperative for her action without
information about the meaning and significance of oyaku-shinju.13
Other homicide cases have involved
husbands who became enraged upon
discovering that their wives had been
unfaithful to them. After killing them,
they invoked a provocation defense. For

instance, Aphaylath bludgeoned his wife
to death after she admitted receiving a
phone call from a former boyfriend.14
The public defender tried to introduce
evidence showing that Aphaylath had
experienced tremendous difficulty adjusting to life in the United States (“culture
shock”) and that the infidelity of his wife
brought great shame sufficient to trigger
his rage. Although the trial court judge
excluded this evidence because jealousy
is universal and therefore not beyond
the ken of ordinary jurors, the court of
appeal found that disallowing the cultural evidence constituted a reversible error.
Even if jealousy is universal, whether one
is permitted to act on those feelings may
vary from one society to the next.
In some cases, the defendant is provoked by an insult apparently unfamiliar
to the average reasonable person. For
example, in Trujillo-Garcia v. Rowland,15
two Mexican Americans were playing
poker and one man, Padilla, lost $140 to
the second man, Trujillo-Garcia. Padilla
returned a few days later demanding
his money back. When Trujillo-Garcia
refused, the other man responded with
an extremely offensive phrase in Spanish.
At that point, Trujillo-Garcia took out a
gun and shot Padilla to death. At the
trial, he tried unsuccessfully to raise a
provocation defense. Although he could
show that he had been provoked, he
could not prove that an “objective reasonable person” would have been provoked by a phrase in Spanish (in an
English-only state), thereby failing to
meet the other requirement of the test.
After his appeals in state court failed,
he argued unsuccessfully in federal court
that the exclusion of cultural evidence
constituted a violation of equal protection. Whereas juries could easily comprehend provocation in most instances,
without an explanation of the insult in
this case, he could not effectively raise
the provocation defense.
While some may believe that individuals should exercise self-control even
when insulted, the provocation defense
is well established in jurisprudence as
one of the most ancient defenses in the
criminal law. Members of the dominant

culture can reduce a charge of murder to
manslaughter by demonstrating adequate
provocation, but defendants from other
cultures fail because they cannot show
that a so-called objective reasonable person would have been provoked by what
counts as an insult in their culture.16 If
defendants similarly situated can never
win a partial excuse by invoking a provocation defense, this arguably constitutes a
violation of equal protection.17
Not only does the principle of equality
support the use of a cultural defense, but
so, too, does the constitutional right to
effective assistance of counsel. For example, in some cases, defense counsel failed
to make clear that the stoic demeanor
of the defendant did not signify a lack
of remorse. In some cultures, even those
under extreme emotional distress are
socialized from an early age not to display
any emotion. Juries misinterpreting body
language have imposed the death penalty
instead of life imprisonment.18 Although
there is no way of knowing whether
nonverbal communication was the sole
or main reason for the jury’s decision, it
could have played a role in their decision making. Failure to present cultural
evidence in circumstances such as these
may constitute a violation of the Sixth
Amendment right to effective assistance
of counsel. If so, attorneys must present
adequate information to ensure that the
cultural context of a defendant’s action is
well understood.
Cultural arguments also are advanced
in child abuse and neglect cases, as differing child-rearing practices exist around
the world. In one particularly disturbing
case, an Albanian-Muslim father touched
his daughter in a public gymnasium during a martial arts tournament in which
his son was competing.19 Even though the
incident occurred in public, the police
and prosecutor had no qualms about
treating the matter as child sexual abuse.
Both children were removed from the
home and placed in foster care; the family court approved of the action by Child
Protective Services, concluding that the
parents were unfit parents. After the
mother took the children to see their
father in violation of the court order,
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their parental rights were terminated,
a decision later affirmed on appeal. In
the subsequent criminal case, an expert
witness, an anthropologist who specialized in Albanian culture, testified about
the innocuous nature of the touching in
Albanian culture. On the basis of her testimony, the jury acquitted the father of all
criminal charges. His exoneration had no
effect on the termination decision.
Other cases involve
the use of folk medicine
or religious objections
to medical treatment.
For instance, children
whose families come
from Southeast Asia
may ask their parents for
a folk remedy known as
coining, or cao gio, when
they have the flu, a cold,
or some other physical
ailment. This technique
leaves temporary bruises
on the torso that can
give cause for alarm.
School authorities who
observed the bruises
have sometimes called
the police, resulting in the arrest of parents
for child abuse and placing the children in
protective custody. Coining may appear
to fit the legal definition of child abuse,
i.e., the intentional infliction of physical
harm, but, in fact, the parents are using
an innocuous remedy that they believe
cures their children of a malady. If, as some
might argue, there is no intent to do harm,
a felony child abuse charge is excessive.20
In contrast to immigrant parents who
use innocuous folk medicine, parents whose
children die for lack of medical treatment
often face no prosecution because of the
existence of statutory exemptions from child
neglect laws for faith healing. Christian
Scientists, for example, have avoided incarceration because of religious exemptions
that are still found in most states.21
The main challenge for those attempting to raise a cultural defense is that the
ordinary definition of a crime includes
only the intent and the act; motive is
technically not germane to the question
of guilt. It is precisely the question of

cultural motivation that parents wish to
introduce at the trial to show less culpability, but the strictures of American
criminal jurisprudence prevent this from
occurring. To ensure the consideration
of cultural motives, we must return to
the traditional understanding of mens rea,
which includes both moral guilt (motive)
and legal guilt (intent).22 Jurists would
then have to construe the rules of evidence to permit the
presentation of cultural evidence relevant to
motives.23

Getty images

Attorneys
must present
adequate
information
so that the
cultural
context of a
defendant’s
action is
understood.

Exemptions

There are certain customs that continually
bring ethnic minorities into conflict with
the standards of the
dominant legal system.
Members of groups
whose traditions clash
with the law may anticipate these conflicts
and preemptively seek
a legislative exemption
from a general statute.
Traditions that spark controversy have
often concerned food.24 Sometimes when
inspectors have questioned the safety of a
particular ethnic cuisine, legislators were
lobbied to obtain exemptions for the
culinary item. For example, one campaign
won an exemption for Peking duck from
public health law after inspectors targeted
this dish. As no one had ever been known
to have become ill from consuming this
delicacy, the exemption was appropriate.
Likewise, when Korean rice cakes became
the center of controversy, the California
legislature again authorized an exemption from health code provisions. The
success of these efforts may reflect the
fact that the items were consumed largely
by the cultural community and were not
perceived as posing any real threat to the
larger community.
Although some minority groups have
succeeded in obtaining legislative exemptions, others have not. For instance, a
campaign to exempt Sikh kirpans (short
ceremonial daggers) from knife policies

ultimately failed. This effort followed litigation involving Sikh children who were
kept out of public school because wearing
their religious symbol violated the “no
weapons” policy of the school board; they
were given the choice of either removing
the kirpan or not attending public school.
They filed suit and lost in federal district
court.25 After being kept out of school
for nearly a year while their appeal was
pending, the Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit ruled in an unpublished
decision that they had to be allowed to
return to school, but the kirpan had to be
rendered safe either by gluing it into the
sheath or sewing it securely so it could
not be removed. This compromise serves
as a model of what might be sought in
other culture conflicts. Following this
litigation, then California Senator Bill
Lockyer sponsored a bill to exempt the
kirpan from relevant laws. Although the
bill passed both houses, the governor ultimately vetoed it.
By contrast, other countries allow
Sikhs to wear kirpans. For instance, the
Parliament in the United Kingdom successfully enacted a statutory exemption
from relevant laws for carrying a kirpan.26
Elsewhere, the judiciary has ruled in favor
of the Sikhs, such as when the Canadian
Supreme Court handed down the Multani
decision,27 vindicating the right of Sikh
students to wear kirpans. Despite the fact
that there is worldwide understanding
that the kirpan is a religious symbol that
does not pose any danger despite its
resemblance to a knife, the California
legislators failed to protect the religious
liberty of Sikhs. Thus, it may inevitably fall to judges to entertain religious
defenses when Sikhs are prosecuted for
wearing required religious symbols. Other
branches of government cannot always be
counted on to enact the necessary exemptions to ensure that minorities can follow
traditions central to their way of life.
Although seeking exception through
the legislature seems like a prudent strategy, there is no guarantee that legislators will see fit to authorize statutory
exemptions for ethnic minority groups.
To the extent that the customs seem
bizarre or controversial, legislatures may
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decide to ban rather than permit them.
Furthermore, individuals seeking exemptions are often members of discrete and
insular minorities, which means they are
by definition those who lack access to
the political process. They are unlikely to
have the political clout necessary to win
legislative exemptions.
Inevitably, therefore, culture conflicts
will find their way into court. In some
instances, they will involve religious
claims, as when the Amish effectively requested a judicial exemption from
Wisconsin’s compulsory education law
on the grounds that having their teenage
children exposed to the worldly values
prevalent in public high schools would
undermine their way of life.28
Even if legislative exemptions are in
theory preferable, it is inevitable that
courts will have to grapple with the question of whether minorities should be
granted exemptions from general statutes.
In many instances, the cross-cultural matter will come to court because the legislature failed to resolve the conflict so as to
protect the cultural rights of minorities.

Civil Litigation
Although commentators focus mostly on
the use of cultural evidence in criminal
proceedings, it is important to consider
the role of culture in civil litigation as
well.29 Cultural differences figure into
a wide array of cases: family law matters, civil rights lawsuits, employment
discrimination cases, and tort actions
in which cultural issues are implicated.
A few examples should demonstrate the
significance of culture in civil litigation.
Customary law was important in
a civil rights lawsuit centering on the
effects of an illegal police search.30 In
Spokane, Washington, police suspected
that a Gypsy household was in possession
of stolen property. The officers mistakenly executed the search earlier than was
authorized by the search warrant. They
entered the home looking for silverware,
jewelry, and cash, and in the process
also conducted a body search of several young Roma women. According to
Gypsy folk law, the search rendered the
women marime, or polluted. In response,

the Gypsies filed a civil rights lawsuit for
$40 million. As this was technically an
illegal search, the only issue at trial was
what the amount of the damages should
be. Expert witnesses testified as to whether
the women were indeed unmarriageable.
The case settled out of court.31
Cultural factors are also influential
in tort cases. Some plaintiffs allege that,
because of their cultural or religious
background, the negligent act caused
them more trauma than the ordinary
person would experience.32 For instance,
in 2006, the relatives of a young man
(originally from Egypt) killed in a plane
crash filed a lawsuit against EgyptAir.
The plaintiffs argued that because the
deceased was the eldest son, in Egyptian
culture there was a strong expectation
that he would support his parents in their
old age.33 The judge agreed and awarded
the family $3.6 million in damages.34
In another case,
a Hindu man who
ordered a bean burrito from Taco Bell
was mistakenly given
a beef burrito, part of
which he consumed.
This violated a serious food taboo, and
he experienced psychological trauma
and felt compelled
to travel to India
to purify himself in
the Ganges. He filed
suit seeking damages
for the trauma he
experienced.35 The
case settled out of
court before trial for
an undisclosed sum.
Public opinion, at
least as reflected in
published letters to
the editor, did not indicate much sympathy for the plaintiff’s plight. Some thought
he should have unrolled the burrito to
check the contents if so much was at
stake.
A surprising number of lawsuits dealing with the negligent preparation of
the dead are brought against mortuaries

and medical examiners. According to
the world view of some cultural communities, the dead go to the afterlife in
the condition they are at time of death.
Hence, if they have been mutilated, they
will remain in this state for eternity. As
Anglo American law treats the dead as
quasi-property who are therefore unable
to sue in their own right, the relatives
must sue on their behalf for the indignity
of an unauthorized autopsy.36

Arguments For and Against
Considering Culture
One of the main arguments against the
cultural defense is that the introduction
of this type of information results in
oversimplifying or “essentializing” the
culture. If a court admits evidence showing bruises were the result of coining,
for example, this may give the false
impression that all Southeast Asians rely
on this folk remedy.
Although
there is a risk
that the use
of the cultural defense
may reinforce
stereotypes,
this can easily be addressed.
Courts
and
journalists must
be careful to
emphasize that
it is only one
person advancing a cultural
claim in one
particular case;
if the presentation of the case
is handled with
sensitivity, then
others will be less inclined to generalize
from one specific incident. It also may
turn out to be the case that the custom
is widely practiced (as with coining), so
that it would not be a misrepresentation
to claim that the technique is commonly
found among some groups. The existence
of a pattern of behavior is not the same

Culture conflicts
will find their way
into court. The
Amish sought
exemption from
Wisconsin’s compulsory education
on grounds that
exposure to public
high school would
undermine their
way of life.
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thing as a stereotype, and one must note
that there are always individuals within
a cultural community who deviate from
the pattern.
Another related argument is that
individuals may masquerade as members
of groups in order to carry a knife, use a
drug, marry multiple women, and so on.
Although it is conceivable that someone
might pretend to belong to a religious
or cultural group, courts can determine
whether or not individuals are truly
Sikhs, Rastafarians, Mormons, or members of other distinct cultural groups.
There is also the argument that individuals may manufacture false claims.
Someone might say that he belongs to a
church that requires the use of machine
guns. Again, while this is theoretically
possible, courts should be able to ascertain whether such a religion with these
tenets actually exists.
To help courts evaluate cultural
claims, I have proposed the use of a cultural defense test:37
1. Is the litigant a member of the
ethnic group?
2. Does the group have such a tradition?
3. Was the litigant influenced by the
tradition when he or she acted?
If courts use the test, they should be able to
identify false claims in criminal and civil
cases. The failure to meet any one part is
sufficient to call the claim into question.
Assuming we can overcome the practical difficulties with evaluating particular
cultural claims once evidence to support
them is admitted, one must still ask when
the claim should prevail. What if there
is evidence that a culture allows honor
killings when girls ostensibly behave in
ways that families consider unacceptable?
If a specific cultural tradition endangers
women, children, or members of other
vulnerable groups, should it be permitted?
I take the position that customs causing
irreparable harm should not be allowed.
Therefore, while I would always allow
the presentation of cultural evidence, the
cultural arguments ought to be rejected
in cases in which the traditions result in

irreparable harm.
Some may fear that adopting a cultural
defense as an official policy would undermine the integrity of the legal system.
However, individualized justice requires
that the punishment should fit the crime.
The cultural argument is designed to tailor
the punishment so it is appropriate for
the magnitude of the offense committed.
A parent who tries to heal a child is less
culpable than one who disciplines a child
in anger. Insofar as the law permits the
consideration of personal attributes, such
as whether a person is sane or insane, or an
adult or a juvenile, adding cultural identity
is merely adding another characteristic for
consideration; it is not a radical departure
from existing policy to insist upon proportional justice. The introduction of cultural
evidence helps judges tailor the sentence
appropriately so that the punishment is
not disproportionately harsh.
It is worth emphasizing that the mere
possibility of invoking a cultural defense in
no way commits a judge or jury to accepting the evidence. As when defendants
raise an insanity defense, the defense
may be rejected. The fact that some may
attempt to misuse a defense is not grounds
for disallowing it in cases where its use
would be legitimate.
There have been arguments in federal
cases that the federal sentencing guidelines may preclude the consideration of
ethnicity or national origin. As this sentencing policy was designed to prevent
racism and xenophobia from influencing
sentencing, it would be improper to use it
to block all consideration of cultural evidence. Here, the cultural factors are being
introduced in order to benefit defendants,
so it would make no sense to rely on the
policy to exclude the evidence.
Several constitutional grounds for taking cultural evidence into account have
been suggested. In addition to the equal
protection, due process, and right to effective counsel arguments, there are others based on the First Amendment and
international human rights obligations.
Cultural evidence may be necessary to
guarantee religious freedom, as in the case
of the Sikh children kept out of school
because of a misperception that the kirpan

is a weapon and not a religious symbol.
The right to culture is a fundamental right
found in Article 27 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
a treaty ratified by virtually all countries,
including the United States. Signatories
have an affirmative duty to enforce the
right to culture, an obligation that may
be interpreted to guarantee litigants the
opportunity to explain their cultural
motivations in a court of law.38
At the same time, the right to culture
must be weighed against other important
human rights, such as women’s rights,
children’s rights, and the rights of persons
with disabilities. When a custom involves
irreparable harm, then cultural evidence
should not mitigate a criminal offense,
individuals should not win an exemption,
and damage awards should not be adjusted. However, when a tradition involves
no serious threat of harm, I believe that
individuals should have the right to follow their own life plans without interference from the government.

Practical Steps to Manage
Cultural Evidence Effectively
The admission of evidence about different
cultures and the evaluation of it in the
context of specific legal disputes may seem
daunting for judges.39 But there are numerous strategies available for coping with the
apparent challenges, so the cultural diversity increasingly found in our courtrooms
need not be viewed as a problem.
Judges can demonstrate concern for
individuals from other cultures in many
ways. In the administration of oaths,
courts can accommodate witnesses by
permitting them to use symbols that are
meaningful in their belief systems, such as
their holy books, e.g., the Gita (Hindu),
the Sunder Gutka (Sikh), and the Koran
(Muslim). This practice of substitution,
which has been allowed in the United
Kingdom for quite some time,40 has multiple benefits: It shows respect for cultural
differences and it makes it much more
likely that the person will feel obligated
to tell the truth. Some small accommodations also may be necessary, as for members of religious minorities who may need
to wash before taking an oath, or for those
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obligated to wear religious headgear; this
may entail relaxing the traditional rule
that forbids hats in the courtroom.
The use and proper pronunciation of
nomenclature also can be beneficial, not
to mention the availability of qualified
interpreters and listings of expert witnesses on cultural matters.41 Academics who
have devoted their careers to studying the
folkways of specific groups are well positioned to advise judges about the validity
of cultural claims. Courts might consider
appointing their own experts to evaluate
the competing claims of experts hired by
both sides or in lieu of them.42
The United Kingdom has long relied
on the Judicial Handbook on Ethnic Minority
Traditions, which has chapters outlining
different ways of administering oaths, different systems of naming, body language
and cross-cultural communication, religions, and family patterns; it also provides a
reading list. The American Bar Association
(ABA), the American Judicature Society,
and other organizations could collaborate
to compile a similar manual for judges in
the United States.
Diversity on the bench and in the jury
box also would be immensely helpful.
If the jury in a case involving a cultural
tradition included someone from that
cultural community, this would probably
help ensure understanding and fairness;
certainly the use of peremptory challenges
to exclude jurors from the same cultural
background would be detrimental to the
process. In addition, the creation of patterned jury instructions dealing with the
evaluation of customs would benefit all
involved in litigation.
Judges whose jurisdictions include
substantial numbers of ethnic minorities could learn their languages, read
about their folklore, and interact with
the ethnic community centers that exist
in their communities. Expanding this
type of community outreach effort would
increase public trust in the judiciary.
Judicial education programs could
familiarize judges with customs that are
likely to be misinterpreted. This type of
curriculum could be incorporated in orientation programs for new judges as well
as in continuing judicial studies programs.

For example, research attorney Kathleen
Sikora and Judge Robert Timlin established an annual course, “Jurisprudence
and Culture,” for the California Center
for Judicial Education and Research.
More recently, Judge Delissa Ridgway,
a champion of cross-cultural justice, has
organized panels on cross-cultural justice
for the ABA, the National Association
of Women Judges, and other professional
groups. Increasingly, legal and judicial
organizations ranging from the ABA
to the North American South Asian
Bar Association (NASABA) have been
raising awareness about this subject. In
addition to domestic courses on culture,
funding also might be allocated to permit
judges to take immersion trips to other
countries so they can experience diverse
cultures directly and enjoy the folklore
of other societies. Initiatives such as
these would afford greater cross-cultural
insight, and the judiciary would reap
many benefits.

Conclusion
Cultural issues have come to the courts,
in both urban and rural areas, and judges
everywhere are faced with startling questions. It is evident that to guarantee the
right to a fair trial, equal justice for all,
adequate protection of the free exercise
of religion for members of all faiths, and
key international human rights, courts
should develop appropriate ways to
take cultural differences into account. I
have suggested that cultural evidence to
explain cognition and conduct always be
treated as admissible and then evaluated
according to the cultural defense test I
proposed. Unless the conduct in question
involves irreparable harm to others, it
should be entitled to appropriate weight
in the disposition of the case.
Judges have many conflicting responsibilities, and one of these is to protect
the rights of minorities. When litigants
from minority groups ask that they be
permitted to present cultural evidence,
courts may grant this request, as there
is no rule preventing its consideration.
Furthermore, by showing that the legal
system is sufficiently flexible to take into
account varying explanations as to what

constitutes “reasonable” conduct, courts
render cultural acts comprehensible
and ensure that the interests of justice
are served. n
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